H ealthy young adults typically err leftward when bisecting horizontal lines. [1] [2] [3] [4] This spatial bias may reflect the critical support of right-brain cognitive networks. 5, 6 Bisecting a line requires unbiased awareness of both the left and right hemispace, an intact internal map or representation of space, and an ability to plan, initiate, and execute symmetric movements. The underlying mechanisms of spatial cognition, therefore, may be described as several separable, consecutive stages of information processing, including perceptual-attentional "where" input and motor-intentional "aiming" output.
Previous research has suggested that spatial bias in healthy individuals may be a result of asymmetric activity in one or more of these processing stages. Directional and spatial line bisection errors may result from either "where" spatial unawareness or "aiming" spatial motor bias. 1, 2, 7 Spatial "where" systems rely heavily on visual input for symmetric awareness of the surrounding space. This input stage of visual-spatial processing is defined by visual perception, and, therefore, could be considered visual feedback-dependent-in other words, visually monitored. However, spatial "aiming" systems may depend on stored internal motor representations to plan and initiate an action. [8] [9] [10] By definition, the "aiming" systems of spatial processing are motor execution-related, rather than dependent on visual feedback; thus, they are feedback-independent.
Both spatial "where" and "aiming" systems in an intact brain rely on multimodal associative regions working synchronously. Stage-wise spatial processing in natural functional movements such as reaching and grasping may be engaged differently from processing in arbitrary laboratory-experiment tasks such as line bisections. Examining spatial behavior on natural tasks may be a more implicit assessment in that participants do not know what is being tested, or they do not have to try to meet a performance standard. 11 In contrast, examining spatial bias in an arbitrary laboratory task like line bisection calls for an explicit assessment, in that participants must follow a set of instructions. Although spatial bias manifests differently when assessed with explicit versus implicit, natural spatial tasks, 11 most studies of spatial processing use explicit laboratory tasks rather than natural tasks because it is more difficult to quantify spatial processing in everyday activities. Natural spatial behaviors are less controlled and may require complex kinesiological measurements to allow a full understanding of the underlying spatial behavior. [12] [13] [14] Thus, it is important to study spatial behavior in an implicit laboratory task, which may be mechanistically more like natural spatial behavior.
In this study, we examined stage-wise spatial processing in a laboratory task in which participants copied experimenter-presented horizontal lines after being instructed to draw from left to right (rightward) or from right to left (leftward). This task may be more implicit than line bisection because in drawing tasks such as copying a line or an object, participants choose where to draw (horizontal and vertical coordinates) on a sheet of paper, and they are not aware that where they place their drawings will be assessed.
Compared with line bisection, an implicit task such as copying a line may also temporally separate perceptual-attentional "where" and motor-intentional "aiming" spatial processing. With copying lines, participants first attend to the experimenter-presented sample line (appearing to the participant's left or right), and then plan rightward or leftward movements to copy the sample. In addition, line copying may involve more directional motor behavior than line bisection. 7 Line copying may engage the specialized visuomotor and visuoconstructional functions in the right hemisphere 15 and manifest the participants' underlying spatial "where" or "aiming" bias when they try to place their drawings appropriately. Implicit drawing tasks have been studied extensively in stroke survivors with and without spatial neglect, 7, 16 but the mechanisms of spatial bias ("where" vs. "aiming" components) that affects line drawing in healthy adults are not well understood.
As the first aim of this study, we sought to learn whether it is possible to differentiate "where" and "aiming" spatial biases as participants copy lines. To that end, we had 13 healthy young adults decide where to place the start and end points of the copied line, after being instructed to move either rightward or leftward on the page. Participants copied lines under both natural and mirror-reversed viewing conditions. Schwartz et al 10 described mirror-reversed viewing as a testing condition in which hand movements in a work space are reversed in direction as participants view their hands indirectly on a video screen. In a mirror-reversed condition, perceptual-attentional "where" systems act in the hemispace opposite to that of motor-intentional "aiming" systems, allowing the differentiation of "where" and "aiming" spatial biases. 1, 8, 10, 17 If participants draw their lines in the same place in the natural and reversed conditions, it suggests that this spatial bias is relatively insensitive to visual feedback, and may result from an output-related, motor-intentional "aiming" bias. If, however, the direction of spatial bias changes between the natural and reversed conditions, it suggests that participants' spatial bias does, in fact, depend on visual input and thus may be attributed primarily to perceptualattentional "where" bias. 10, 18 Reversing the direction in which participants move their hands relative to what they see as they copy lines is one way of distinguishing "where" and "aiming" spatial errors. Another method is to use cues, or otherwise alter task conditions to influence spatial processing selectively. 19, 20 Garza et al, 1 using line bisection tasks in healthy controls, reported that a bottom-up, visual (feedback-dependent) distractor specifically influenced leftward "where" bias, but that a top-down, motor-cuing (feedbackindependent) instruction influenced spatial "aiming" errors.
The starting position of a participant's hands when bisecting a line can be a crucial determinant of task performance. 21, 22 In Garza's study, 1 healthy controls bisecting lines erred in the direction of initial hand position, that is, the start side, and these motor-cuing effects primarily affected "aiming" spatial bias. McCourt et al 19 demonstrated that unilateral visual cues such as line contrast, position, and geometry significantly influenced the perceived midpoint in line bisection tasks. Garza et al 1 reported that another unilateral visual/attentional cue can be an experimenter standing on either the right or the left side of a line being bisected. In Garza's study, healthy controls erred leftward in the presence of a left distractor and rightward in the presence of a right distractor. This shift primarily affected "where" spatial bias.
As the second aim of our study, we wished to capture changes in "where" and "aiming" spatial biases as participants copied experimenter-presented lines in response to specific task demands. On the basis of our previous research, 1 we hypothesized that instructions to draw leftward or rightward to copy lines may primarily influence "aiming" spatial bias. Directional motor cues may induce a top-down, strategic motor-intentional "aiming" bias to displace copied lines in the direction of hand movement. Alternatively, "where" spatial bias may induce a bottom-up spatial bias when a sample line is presented in the left versus the right hemispace. 3, 20, 23 Along with static cues, as in McCourt et al, 19 directional (left vs. right hemispace) presentation, and, thus, registration of stimulus characteristics, may also selectively influence spatial input stages. In other words, the perceptual-attentional "where" systems lead to an orienting bias favoring the side of line presentation. 19 Participants may, therefore, displace copied lines toward the side of sample line presentation.
Overall, in this study we examined how spatial displacement in line copying, a more implicit laboratory task than line bisection, manifests spatial bias in healthy adults, and whether it is possible to differentiate "where" and "aiming" spatial biases in this task. We also examined whether changes in "where" and "aiming" spatial displacement can be captured in response to specific bottom-up versus top-down task demands or cues such as side of sample line presentation and direction of hand movement to copy lines. We evaluated copied-line lengths post hoc to learn how accurately our participants had reproduced the sample lines. We also monitored the effects of line presentation and drawing direction on copied-line lengths to learn whether specific task demands or cues influenced participants' estimations of line length, and we analyzed these data post hoc.
METHODS

Participants
We recruited 13 healthy young adults (7 men, 6 women) for this study. Their mean age was 25.9 years (standard deviation [SD] = 3.0 years), and mean educa-tion 19.3 years (SD = 1.4 years). All participants were right handed, with no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Participants were recruited by in-person solicitation; before final recruitment and testing, all participants gave their informed consent. This study was approved by the review boards of all the institutions involved.
Two-Camera Video Apparatus
In this video testing paradigm, 10 participants sat at a table with a clear glass surface; beyond the table was a video monitor ( Fig. 1) . A small curtain was placed between the participants and the table. The curtain was positioned so that participants could see over it to view the video monitor, but they could not see their own hands. The monitor showed them a view of their hands on the table. A 75-Watt bulb over the table illuminated the work space and provided backlighting.
In the natural viewing condition, a camera above the work space projected a movement-congruent image to the monitor. Participants could see that their right hand FIGURE 1. Standard 2-camera video desktop apparatus used for this study. The curtain between the participant and the table lets him see the video monitor but prevents him from seeing his hands. In the natural viewing condition, the camera above the work space is active, projecting a direct view of the participant's hands on the video monitor. In the reversed viewing condition, the camera below the work space is active, projecting a shadow of the participant's hands so that he sees his hand movements reversed. Figure reproduced Line Copying: Distinct "Where" appeared on the right side of the monitor, and their left hand appeared on the left side of the monitor. Their rightward hand movements appeared rightward, and their leftward hand movements, leftward. Thus, their "where" and "aiming" spatial biases were aligned. 10 In the reversed viewing condition, a camera beneath the table projected a shadow of participants' hands on the screen, causing their hand positions and hand movements to be reversed. Their right hand now appeared on the left side of the monitor and their left hand appeared on the right side. Their rightward hand movements appeared leftward, and their leftward movements appeared rightward. Thus, in the reversed condition, the direction of visual/"where" input and motor/"aiming" output information was no longer aligned or congruent, but was shifted 180 degrees. 1, 9, 10, 17, 18 Procedures Participants were told that the experimenter would show them horizontal lines, 1 at a time, and they should copy each line using a black marking pen on a sheet of blank white paper (216 Â 280 mm). Each sample line was black and of 1 of 2 lengths: either 220 Â 3 mm (64 trials) or 240 Â 3 mm (64 trials). The sample lines were presented on a 216 Â 356 mm sheet of white paper centered on an 87 Â 31 cm white board. During each trial, the experimenter held up 1 sample line on a white board, approximately 600 mm to the left or right of the center of the monitor, at the same height, and about 700 mm from the participant's eyes. Participants were allowed to move their head and neck freely while examining the sample lines. They were instructed to begin copying on the left side of the paper and move their hand rightward, or to begin copying on the right side and move leftward. Once participants placed their marker on the sheet to start drawing, the sample line was removed. Participants were given a new sheet of paper for every trial. No time restrictions were enforced.
The sample lines were presented in blocks of 4 trials in the natural condition, followed by 4 in the reversed condition, 4 natural, and so on. For half of the trials, the experimenter presented the sample lines from the left side of the monitor, and for the other half, from the right. Also, for half of the trials, the participants were told to draw leftward on the paper, and for the other half, rightward. The order of side of presentation, drawing direction, and sample line length (220Â 3 mm or 240Â 3 mm) was randomized.
Scoring
We measured the distance between the veridical center of the paper and the center of the copied line-the line displacement-to the nearest millimeter. We defined the edge of the sheet as the end if it intersected with the copied line. We used the sign conventions described in Barrett and Craver-Lemley 11 : rightward displacement was deemed positive, and leftward displacement, negative. Because the effects of the viewing conditions (natural vs. reversed) on line length estimations were not part of our a priori hypotheses, we measured the participant-drawn line lengths post hoc, and recorded them as a percentage of the actual sample length. We also used these percentages to determine whether participants had reproduced the lines accurately.
Statistical Design
We performed repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) using displacement as the dependent variable, and viewing conditions (natural, reversed), direction of hand movement (leftward, rightward), and sample line presentation (left, right) as within-participant parameters.
Our first goal had been to differentiate "where" and "aiming" spatial biases as participants copied sample lines. To meet this goal, we examined the main effects of the viewing conditions (natural vs. reversed) on participants' displacement errors. If displacement errors were unchanged between conditions, it would suggest that the participants' spatial bias was relatively insensitive to visual feedback and might be primarily a result of motorintentional "aiming" spatial bias. However, if the direction of displacement errors changed between the natural and the reversed conditions, it would suggest that participants' spatial bias was dependent on the visual input and might be primarily a result of perceptual-attentional "where" bias. 10, 18 It is important to note that this method of decoupling characteristics of spatial bias can predict only the relative role of "where" or "aiming" bias under specific task conditions.
Our second goal had been to examine the effect of modality-specific task demands or cues on line displacement, to capture changes in "where" and "aiming" bias separately. To meet this goal, that is, to determine whether "aiming" bias caused participants to displace lines toward the direction of hand movement, or whether "where" bias caused participants to displace lines in the direction of line presentation, we evaluated interactions among and main effects of the within-participant parameters.
To examine changes in line length with respect to modality-specific task demands as a post-hoc measure, we performed a second, identical repeated measures ANOVA with line length as the dependent variable. Also, because sex differences may affect line bisection performance, 4, 8 we performed post-hoc repeated measures ANOVA including sex (female, male) as a between-participants factor for both displacement and length measures.
RESULTS
Line Displacement
Repeated measures ANOVA with displacement as a dependent variable revealed significant main effects of the viewing conditions (natural vs. reversed) and the direction of hand movement (leftward vs. rightward).
Displacement Bias in the Natural Condition
First, we determined whether our participants demonstrated leftward bias on our implicit line displacement task, as has been previously reported for explicit line bisection. 3, 4 We calculated mean line displacement for all the natural condition trials, irrespective of sample line presentation and direction of hand movement. A pairedsamples t test (with respect to 0) indicated a robust displacement (M = À 2.08 mm, SD = 2.53 mm; t = À 2.959, P = 0.01, d = 1.16) to the left from the center of the page (Fig. 2) , consistent with previous studies of drawing placement bias. 11, 15 
Displacement Bias in the Natural Versus Reversed Conditions
The mean leftward bias that we found in the natural condition changed to mean rightward bias in the reversed condition (M = 1.47 mm, SD = 3.72 mm). A paired-samples t test (with respect to 0) indicated that the mean rightward bias in the reversed condition was not significant (t = 1.426, P = 0.179, d = 0.56). In the context of our first goal, repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant difference in line displacement performance between the natural and reversed conditions (F 1,12 = 14.24, P = 0.003, Z P 2 = 0.54). These results indicate that line placement bias changes with viewing conditions, that is, it is primarily a feedback-dependent phenomenon. This finding suggests that the overall leftward displacement of drawn lines from the center of the page may be primarily dependent on "where" spatial systems.
Displacement Bias in Response to a Modality-specific Cue
"Aiming" spatial bias: We had hypothesized that instructing participants to draw in 1 direction (leftward or rightward) would increase their "aiming" spatial bias in that direction. Our prediction proved true. In the natural condition, when participants drew rightward, they displaced lines to the right (M = 0.04 mm, SD = 3.06 mm), and when they drew leftward, they displaced lines to the left (M = À 4.20 mm, SD = 3.77 mm). In the reversed condition, participants again displaced lines in the direction of hand movement. They displaced lines leftward (M = À 1.38 mm, SD = 5.42 mm) when drawing leftward, and rightward (M = +4.33 mm, SD = 5.22 mm) when drawing rightward. In addition, repeated measures ANOVA revealed that although there was a robust effect of direction of drawing movement on displacement (F 1,12 = 11.63, P = 0.005, Z P 2 = 0.49), the interaction of viewing conditions (natural, reversed) and direction of hand movement (leftward, rightward) was not significant (F 1,12 = 1.22, P = 0.291, Z P 2 = 0.09). Thus, we found no evidence that the effect of direction of hand movement on displacement changed with the viewing condition. Given that displacement in the direction of hand movement was independent of visual feedback, this finding is consistent with an induced "aiming" spatial bias.
"Where" spatial bias: Overall, displacement of lines to the left or right was not significantly influenced by presentation side (left, right) (no main effect: F 1,12 < 0.001, P = 0.99, Z P 2 < 0.001). Higher-level interaction with viewing condition (natural, reversed) did not reach significance either (F 1,12 = 2.95; P = 0.111, Z P 2 = 0.20). These findings suggest that no robust effect of presentation side on "where" spatial bias influenced line displacement.
Additional Analyses: Line Length and Sex
We also evaluated the effect of drawing direction and presentation side on line length, and analyzed whether sex influenced "where" and "aiming" biases. 
Line Length
A paired-samples t test (comparing line length to 100%) showed that participants significantly underestimated line length in both the natural condition (M = 90.7%, SD = 13.1%; t = À 2.56, P = 0.025, d = 1.00) and the reversed condition (M = 92.6%, SD = 11.3%; t = À 2.34, P = 0.037, d = 0.93). The viewing conditions trend revealed that they tended to draw longer lines in the reversed condition than the natural (percent mean difference [reversedÀ natural] = 1.93, SD = 3.53), although this difference did not reach statistical significance (F 1,12 = 3.90, P = 0.072, Z P 2 = 0.24).
Length Bias in Response to Modality-specific Cues
Direction of hand movement did not significantly influence line length (main effect: F 1,12 = 0.43, P = 0.522, Z P 2 = 0.03), nor did the side of sample line presentation (main effect: F 1,12 = 0.15, P = 0.707, Z P 2 = 0.01). We did not find a significant interaction of viewing condition and presentation side (F 1,12 = 2.0, P = 0.183, Z P 2 = 0.14). Thus, we saw no evidence that altered testing conditions or cuing affected "aiming," "where," or both biases and copied-line length.
Effects of Sex
Repeated measures ANOVA of line displacement with sex as an additional between-participants factor revealed no significant sex-related main effects, nor any higher-level interactions (all P values >0.10, not significant). A corresponding repeated measures ANOVA performed with line length as a dependent variable produced similar results (all P values >0.10, not significant).
DISCUSSION
Barrett and Craver-Lemley 11 reported that spatial bias may manifest differently when assessed with explicit versus implicit spatial tasks. Building on that idea, we explored whether leftward perceptual-attentional "where" spatial bias and motor-intentional "aiming" spatial bias could be distinguished. We assessed line displacement in 13 healthy adults, who copied experimenter-presented lines, a more implicit task than bisecting lines. 1, 9, 10, 17 We predicted that the direction of the participant-drawn line displacement might change with mirror reversal if the primary bias was related to perceptual-attentional "where" bias. Furthermore, we wished to capture changes in "where" and "aiming" spatial biases in response to modality-specific task demands or cues. We hypothesized that instructions to move leftward or rightward on the page might increase "aiming" spatial bias in the direction of movement, and that presenting sample lines on the participant's left or right side might increase "where" spatial bias in the direction of the presented line. 1 As our 13 healthy adults copied experimenter-presented lines, they replicated a robust tendency to displace lines leftward, an outcome consistent with the leftward bias reported in line bisection tasks. 4, 10, 11 Healthy controls' leftward bias in both an explicit manual line bisection task and a more implicit drawing-based linecopying task supports right-hemisphere dominance theories in spatial processing. 11, [24] [25] [26] Previous researchers have examined whether leftward bias in line bisection might be influenced by participants' language-based visual scanning and reading habits. 27, 28 In our study, all subjects had learned to read and write from left to right. This orientation may have contributed to their displacement of copied lines toward the left. Future studies including participants with exposure to right-to-left reading and writing may further clarify these issues.
We also observed that a primary "where" perceptual-attentional spatial bias may determine the direction that participants will displace the center of a line that they are drawing, relative to the center of the page. That is, in the reversed condition, participants displaced lines rightward, the opposite direction of that found in the natural condition. This result is consistent with previous research. Schwartz et al 10 reported that in 75% of subjects, leftward bias on a line bisection task was explained by perceptual-attentional "where" systems. Left-sided bias in peripersonal space, reported by Garza et al, 1 was also primarily based on perceptual-attentional "where" bias. These results, combined with significant leftward displacement bias, suggest that right hemispheric "where," input-related spatial systems may be more dominant, causing participants to err leftward.
Next, we explored whether it is possible to capture changes in "where" and "aiming" spatial bias by changing modality-specific task demands. We randomly instructed participants to draw either rightward or leftward as they copied lines. We hypothesized that the instructed direction of drawing movement would increase "aiming" spatial bias in that direction, that is, moving leftward would cause participants to displace lines leftward, and moving rightward would cause them to displace lines rightward. Our findings were consistent with this prediction. We know that participants were not influenced by changes in the video viewing condition because they displaced lines in the direction of movement even when left-right viewing conditions were reversed, which by definition is motor-intentional "aiming" in nature.
This finding is consistent with previous reports of spatial "aiming" motor-cuing effects. 1, 21 In a line bisection task, Garza et al 1 reported that leftward motorintentional "aiming" bias was greater when participants were instructed to start on the left than when they were told to start on the right; this effect was also independent of natural versus reversed viewing conditions. Similarly, Halligan et al 21 found a significant start-side effect on line bisection performance. However, unlike Garza et al's 1 study and ours, Halligan did not differentiate between "where" and "aiming" spatial mechanisms. This start-side effect suggests that healthy adults, using top-down motorintentional, motor-planning strategies influenced by motor cues, may err in the direction of the cue.
Schwartz et al 29 suggested that a motor-cuing condition that involves limb movements selectively increases spatial motor-intentional "aiming" bias. Therefore, in our study, when participants were instructed to draw leftward or rightward, the cuing function of the hand movement in space 21 may have biased the overall output, causing them to displace lines toward the direction of hand movement.
Finally, we interpreted prior studies 1, 30, 31 as supporting "aiming" spatial bias as a measure of feedback-independent spatial cognitive processing. However, we recognize that feedback-dependent and feedback-independent systems interact continuously in the healthy brain. Further studies examining how feedback is processed as "where" and "aiming" systems interact may help to clarify this issue.
Scanning eye movements and cuing effects influence spatial bias during line-based tasks. 32 In our study, displacement errors in the direction of hand movement suggested a centrifugal pattern of errors, that is, participants drawing lines from left to right (ie, rightward) displaced lines to the right, and those drawing from right to left displaced to the left. Because we did not control for or assess scanning eye movements, we cannot comment convincingly on how overt orienting affected our participants' performance. However, because participants erred in the direction of hand movement regardless of natural or reversed viewing condition, scanning effects would have had to be independent of visual feedback. Another important consideration is that orienting eye movements may continuously balance bottom-up, stimulus-driven demands and top-down strategic goals. In this video testing paradigm, direction of hand movement would be expected to reflect primarily top-down rather than bottom-up processing. Future studies capturing scanning eye movements as participants copy lines in both natural and reversed viewing conditions might help clarify how scanning influences "aiming" hand movements.
Although a spatial motor preparatory cue seemed to alter "aiming" spatial bias, we did not find any effect on "where" spatial bias induced by right-sided vs. left-sided line presentation. The side of line presentation did not interact with any other variables. Previous studies reported a significant effect of a visual cue on line bisection errors, 1,23 but we did not find this effect. As mentioned earlier, line copying may involve more directional motor behavior than line bisection, 7 thereby reducing the magnitude of presentation-side effects. It is also possible that line presentation in left versus right space was a less salient stimulus than a person on the left versus the right side, as in Barrett et al 23 and Garza et al. 1 This difference may have reduced the magnitude of an interaction between presentation side and viewing condition.
Our study did not assess the participants' own judgment about the accuracy of their line placements. In future studies, it might be worthwhile to explore whether participants are aware of their leftward placement bias, and whether they can alter it. Further, participants implicitly underestimated line length significantly in both the natural and the reversed conditions. This hypometria is partly consistent with previous studies of magnitude in estimation. Stevens 33 reported that healthy controls regularly underestimated larger stimuli and overestimated smaller stimuli. In our study, the sample lines (220 and 240 mm) may be regarded as long. Thus, participants' hypometria may be consistent with a previously reported tendency to underestimate length when the sample line is long. 34 Again, explicit line estimation judgments in future studies might clarify at what level the length under-representation begins. Line length in our study was not influenced by modality-specific task demands.
Our participants frequently drew lines that were not exactly parallel to the top and bottom edges of the paper. We had not explicitly told participants to avoid drawing at an angle. The diagonal orientation bias 35 that we found in our group may reflect an intrinsic spatial bias with respect not only to a horizontal reference plane (right vs. left hemispace) but also to the radial plane (distal vs. proximal body space). Therefore, a line-copying task may allow multidimensional monitoring of implicit spatial bias in healthy individuals in a way that may be more similar to natural spatial tasks than are line bisections or line magnitude judgments. Spatial bias affecting near vs. far space 27,36 -a bias that has been attributed to separate underlying neural systems 37 -may contribute to such angling of drawn lines, with their end points either toward (distal) or away from (proximal) the participants' frontal plane. Diagonal bias, near/far bias, and the potential brain hemispheric asymmetries underlying these effects will be important to evaluate in future studies of line copying.
We did not find any main effects of, or interactions with, participants' sex. Future studies of line-copying tasks with larger sample sizes may provide a better understanding of sex-related differences, if any, that influence drawing and line copying.
We labeled "where" and "aiming" bias on the basis of our spatial performance paradigm and our previous work indicating that we might be able to distinguish perceptualattentional "where" spatial bias from motor-intentional "aiming" spatial bias. 1, 8, 18, 38, 39 The dorsal visual stream is also known as the where system; we appreciate that the where nomenclature for this classically defined system is different from our own framework. The dorsal visual stream (the where systems) described by Milner and Goodale 40 denotes its contribution to the processing and transforming of information needed for the visual control of action, whereas the ventral stream, also known as the what system, contributes to visual object recognition.
Ungerleider and Mishkin 41 also described this dichotomy by hypothesizing that the dorsal pathway is specialized for spatial perception, that is, locating where an object is, and the ventral pathway is specialized for object perception, that is, identifying what an object is. Although some studies indicate that dorsal cortical regions related to action may share common components with motor-intentional "aiming" spatial systems, 42 the classically described where dorsal stream is not dedicated solely to spatial information processing; it processes a multitude of real-time action-related and movement-related information. 14, 43 In addition, dorsal visual-action systems focus on transformed visual input and representation stages. Likewise, the "aiming" spatial systems that we described, process at representational and motor output stages. 43 Because our initial goal was to study the interaction of distinguishable stages of spatial processing, we chose a task with visual-spatial computation components that might give us more opportunities to study variability in participants' perceptual-attentional and motor-intentional capacity than do fundamental spatial functions such as reaching and grasping. Nevertheless, it is possible to capture the underlying characteristics of spatial bias in reaching, pointing, and grasping objects. 12 Such studies, using kinesiological variables, might help clarify the relationship between dorsal visual and spatial "aiming" processing.
